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Artist
3 Featured
Everton blender
Interview with Everton Blender for Yard Vibez
Everton ‘Bubaruh’ Blender is at the forefront of the conscious roots reggae scene. Hailing from Clarendon, Jamaica,
Blender got his start working with the sound systems popular during the seventies, and also by working with artists Luciano and the late Garnet Silk.  “Create a Sound”, released in 1992, became his first hit and he developed a mainstream
following with the success of later tracks, including the ever popular “Ghetto People Song”.  Blender writes nearly all
of his own lyrics and uses his strong spiritual consciousness to guide him in the music that he creates.  His last release
was the 2011 studio album Higher Heights Revolution and he is currently in the studio working on his latest albums and
preparing for an upcoming tour.
Yard Vibez:  What are you currently working on?
EB: I’m working on something, but I don’t give it a name yet.  I’m working on
two albums.  One album is a compilation of songs from the first and second
album, and I want to put out a lover’s rock album.  I’m working on it through
the studio, you know.
Yard Vibez: Do you have any upcoming tours planned?
EB: Yes, I have a tour coming up in April, I’m going to do some things in
California, probably St. Louis, if we could get a link, we could cross your
zone, we could probably find some things here (Jacksonville) and in
Orlando.  
Yard Vibez: Going back to the beginning of your career, you got
your start with the sound systems in Jamaica and worked with
artists such as Luciano and Garnet Silk.  How have those early
connections influenced you as an artist?
EB:   The sound systems helped me get exposure. Most of
them knew me from the dancehall, and as people get to
know me, so my fans get to know me, and I get to build
fans with the dancehall and throughout the culture.  It’s
played a good part, in people knowing me, especially with
me not singing derogatory songs, only singing good songs.  
Now that we starting to come back to the cultural part of
the music, Everton Blender still standing.
Yard Vibez: How does your consciousness and spirituality
influence your music?
EB: My spirituality is close to the Almighty, close to nature,
protect the green grass, the birds, the trees.  Never leave
nature, nature never leaves you. These are the things keeping Everton Blender alive-the mountains, the rocks, you know,
watching the water flowing through, the breeze.  Sometimes
the breeze is the thing that gives you positive vibes, it gives
you sounds.  You can’t see the breeze, but it tells you
things, the music comes through the breeze.  

Yard Vibez:  Your song “Ghetto People” became something of an anthem.  What
inspired you to write it, and did you think that it would become so popular?
EB: Well, what happened, I find out when you’re poor, people don’t respect you,
when you down, people try to keep you down, when I look around and see the
life of the ghetto people, people don’t respect them, treat them like they a piece
of paper.  We get together, some friends and I, we talk about the ghetto people,
we write something to let them know that someone loves them, we write this
so the poor people can feel joyful, we don’t want to leave them out.  It’s
good that poor people love it and love me, that song really build me up,
helped me get known in America.  Most of the people who come support the show are poor.  You have some rich people who come out
and promote because they like reggae, but mostly it’s the poor people
who support.
Yard Vibez:  What do you think about the current state of reggae
music-i.e., slackness, etc?
EB: They’re saying that reggae is mashing up and things, some of
these are promoting the wrong set of songs.  Sometimes I say to
myself, who writes culture music anymore, because the culture
music gets put to the side and they just want to hear ‘bling-bling’.  
But now the youth are listening to my songs and wanting to know
who is Everton Blender, so it’s impacting the younger generation.  
But they’re not promoting the right songs, the right people,
we need to promote people who live for the culture, who
lift the culture, like back in the day we were singing good
songs.  The youth dem coming up in this generation, we
need to be leaving them a positive vibration, that’s why I
keep singing the good songs.  I know one day things are going to change, and I’m going to be smiling.  
Yard Vibez:  You’ve been around the business for many years
but only in recent decades have you experienced mainstream
success.  What advice would you give to up and coming musicians who are struggling to make it?
EB: I would just tell them, keep your eyes on the prize, pray hard,
work hard, sometimes it look like nothing is going on, but there is
a silver lining.  It looks rough and tough, but never give up, just tell
them don’t give up, keep your eyes on the prize. Your time will come.  
Don’t bad mind each other, love one another, help one another, at
the end of the day, you can know you helped push someone forward
instead of bringing them down. Have love and humility with each
other, the more we love each other, the more we talk to each other,
the more we reach out to each other, the more the grass grow, the
more the trees grow.  When you see another doing good, don’t
grudge them, don’t envy them. Watch your mouth, watch what you
say, what you do. Love one another like you love yourself.  
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q News/Entertainment
Spragga Benz’ record label, Red Square Productions,
teams up with Hip-Hop superstar Rick Ross’
Dancehall icon Spragga Benz’ record label, Red Square Productions, teams up with Hip-Hop superstar Rick Ross’
record label, Maybach Music Group, to officially release the first single off of the “Suburb Riddim” which is entitled
“Twerkin’ Cyrus”. The track was produced by Manager/Producer Tugz of the Red Square team for Red Square
Productions.This sizzling record features Magazeen, a Dancehall Artist, and Rapper sensation, Wale, both of
which are Maybach Music Group Recording Artists.  This is also the first time in history of Dancehall and Hip-Hop
colliding in such a way with Wale being the first Hip-Hop Artist to be featured on a real Dancehall Riddim, not on a
remix.
Maybach Music Group’s Hip-Hop Recording Artist, Wale.This Dancehall compilation of the “Suburb Riddim” is yet
to have a release date set but be sure to know that it is
coming soon.
Vybz Kartel and his four co-accused will have
to answer their murder charge now before the Home
Circuit court.
Days after defense attorneys made a no case
submission, Justice Lennox Campbell handed down
the ruling moments ago rejecting the application.
The judge ruling means that Vybz Kartel, born Adidja
Palmer, Shawn “Storm” Campbell, Kahira Jones,
André St John, and Shane Williams still has a case
before the courts to answer to.
The prosecution presented a case over 45 days with
24 witness making their case that Kartel and his coaccused beat Clive “Lizard” Williams on August 16,
2011 at a house in Havendale over two missing guns.
Sting promoter Isiah Laing stirred up a lot of
controversy when he announced that he has issued a
ban on Sizzla Kalonji and D’Angel following the 2013
staging of the show.
But now the veteran promoter is garnering a lot
of support from other promoters in the industry
including Reggae Sumfest promoter, Robert Russell.
It’s disappointing when you expect the artistes to
work to contribute to the better good of the event
and they don’t,” Russell told the Gleaner in a recent
interview. “They not only breach their contracts,
but they create problems with the sponsors and
they are the ones who are spending big money and
sponsors are the biggest assets to promoters. Hate
music is unnecessary and it doesn’t work well locally
or internationally.”Judging from the statement from
Russell, Sizzla could be missing in action at Reggae
Sumfest in Montego Bay this summer.

William Clarke, Singer
for the Band Third World,
Dies at 65
William Clarke, the husky-voiced lead singer of the
long-running reggae band Third World, died on
Sunday at his home in Orlando, Fla. He was 65.
The cause was leukemia, said his friend and former
bandmate Colin Leslie.   
Mr. Clarke, known professionally as Bunny Rugs,
joined Third World in 1976 after working with the
band Inner Circle and the reggae producer Lee
Scratch Perry. The group released “96 Degrees in the
Shade,” one of its most popular albums, the next
year and went on to have several international hits,
most notably its 1978 version of the 1973 O’Jays hit
“Now That We Found Love,” which reached the Top
10 in Britain and the Top 50 in the United States.

Buju Banton set to release
new album in 2014
Despite being incarcerated on federal drug charges until 2019, embattled Dancehall/Reggae singer, Buju
Banton is planning to drop a new studio album in the summer of 2014, according to reports Friday.
Tracii McGregor, a member of Buju’s management team revealed that most of the songs on the singjay’s
album were recorded when he was out on bail in 2011, awaiting his trial on drug and gun charges. McGregor
told the Jamaica Observer, “Buju is very involved in the process, of course. He is just as focused and detail
oriented as he ever was.”
Producers expected to feature on the album include Stephen Marley and Blacker Dread, with production from
Buju himself also featuring on the compilation.
This new studio album would mark Buju’s 13th in his over two decades as a mainstream artist. His last album
was Before The Dawn, released in 2010, which featured singles such as Innocent, Battered and Bruised as well
as Do Good. The album won the self-professed ‘Gargamel’ his first Grammy Award for Best Reggae Album in
February 2011, just days prior to his conviction on three drug related charges in relation to a 2009 incident
in Florida.

Sizzla
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Dancer
s Featured
DEXSTAR
I

DANCER/ARTIST/GRAPHIC DESIGNER/NETWORK PROMOTION

Available for Dancehall Events, Stage Shows/Concerts, Song Collaborations, Video Shoots, Photo Shoots, etc.

How long have you been dancing?

Professionally, I’d Say 7-8 Years, This May Sound A Bit Cliche But Other Than That I’ve
Been Dancing All My Life, I Was Initially A Break Dancer Type Dancer Until I Migrated
To The US Where My Passion For Dances Of My Culture Became Stronger. That’s When
I Made The Transition To Dancehall Fully, And You Can Say I’ve Been An Inspiration To
Many As Of Then...

Do you think dancing & music have changed over the years?

What can your followers look
forward from you for the new year?

MUSIC!!!! lol Yes iDEXSTAR Is Writing And Recording Music, So The Fans Can Look Out For Music From
The SEXSTAR So When You See Or Hear My Music Out
There “Juss Gimme A Strength, Y’ere Sah”

Any upcoming events, dances, etc?

Yes, But No Concrete Date Has Been Set, As For New
Dances I Wouldn’t Know Yet Inspiration Is Not A
Scheduled Thing So It May Take Another Year B4 That
Happens, As Well As Soon As This Interview Publish The
Inspiration Come To Me, Big Up Those Who Already
Know And Support My Dance Moves “BATHE” And
“FLEX” Same Dance Move A Dance Group Remix And
Call It Something Else, Big Dem Up Still, I Still Support
Dem Dance Move...
And I Cant Stress This Enough, LOOK OUT FOR AND
SUPPORT MY MUSIC Already Recorded And Out There
Is TROPICAL GIRL, COME WINE And TIC TOC.... So
Look Out For Me In A Venue Near You Soon BOOM!!!
And Please Remember My Name Is iDEXSTAR...
Not Just DEXSTAR
For Booking Inquires Please Contact:
321-230-0650 • DEXSTARLIVE@GMAIL.COM
iDEXSTARBOOKINGS@GMAIL.COM
Facebook.com/iDEXSTAR
Twitter.com/iDEXSTAR
Instagram.com/iDEXSTAR
BB 7A7FEC1A
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I’ve been music my entire life but; I started doing it myself, free
styling and writing, about 10 years ago.  I grew more confident in
my talent during high school through, freestyle battling and doing
spoken word poetry with my peers during my most memorable
teen years.  After some time, I finally succumbed to the pressure
of family, friends, and acquaintances pushing me to step out with
my music. Because of that, I’ve gotten more serious, and have
been writing and recording diligently.  I hope to be at least heard,
if not followed, by many music listeners. I am a true go getter
and I love chasing my dream.  You can find me on Instagram and
Facebook by searching Money Moanie Moe to get updates for
shows, music, and day to day pictures. As well you can find my
music at www.soundclick.com/moneymoaniemoe

j Colorful Person

Yes, I Would Say As Time Progress Dancers And Artist Alike Has Become More Versatile
And Modernized. Also More Artist Are Taking The Risk To A Different Kind Of Content
Than What The Masses Are Use To, Some Find A Hit Song Some Gets Ridiculed, But
The End Of The Day Its What Catches The Attention Of The Younger Generation, Once
They Accept It You Will Hit. May I Add, Artist Should Also Be Careful Of The Material
They Put Out As Well Because Young People Are More Influenced By The Music And
What You As The Artist Put Out There, They Will Take It Literally...

MONEY MOANIE MOE
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nOut AND About

SPICE Jax, Fl

WAILERS Jax BEACH, Fl
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Eritrea, Africa
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“Braided By Wire,” Founder & CEO
Natural Hair Stylist/Loctician
Facebook.com/BraidedByWire
Instagram: @BraidedByWire
(407)770-8592

Mandela Long Walk to Freedom
By T. K.
To be considered a real leader, one has to be ready for everything good and bad. One has to be willing to
sacrifice to gain peace. A leader looks to protect the people and the nation. A true leader is a figure who
will advocate peace and leadership for the whole world in an extraordinary way.
Historically, there have been various leaders who deserve endless gratitude for the changes they have
brought to better our world and the people in it. These people were mentally advanced because they
had a vision that they never stopped fighting for. This vision along with their dedication and commitment
unified the rights that were given to some people but not all. Equality and civil rights for all people is an
issue that is still ongoing.
Nelson Mandela was born in a South African village called Qunu. He grew up as
an excellent student and he then went on to become a lawyer. Afterwards, he
became a political activist with the African National Congress, which was a political party who wanted to bring down South Africa’s Apartheid regime. This
regime only gave rights to the minority white population and denied the most
basic political and civil rights to the nation’s black citizens.
Mandela had worked throughout his life for the right of independence for his
South African nation and its people. What drew him apart from others was that
Mandela had started a movement of freedom without aggression or use of any
weapons. During the course of the movement, he put a halt to a few altercations which could have ended horribly. Mandela vocalized his opposition of the South African government as he refused to use violence
to inflict on the black people of the nation.
The foreign leaders ruling over South Africa had sensed the power
Mandela was gaining. Mandela took a risk to better the situation
in South Africa. His cause for equality and peace was roaming and
he pushed the idea and never backed down from it.  The leaders considered Mandela a threat as they
soon became to fear he would put down their government. Shortly after, Mandela was arrested.
For the next 27 years, Mandela lived in a cell. However, he never stopped believing in what was right and
his hope was never broken. What Mandela did was give the people patience and determination for a
better tomorrow. When he was released from jail, Mandela finally gave
his nation what they have been wanting for several years.
In conclusion, freedom was restored in South Africa all because of the
sacrifice and the fight Mandela made for the rights of the people which
makes him one of the most important leaders of our time. He was true
to his word as he executed his promises of protecting the rights for
everyone to be treated equally. He was a believer in non-violence and
portrayed that exactly throughout his peaceful fight for civil rights in
South Africa.
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LOCK IT UP SECTION CTC YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE
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f Caribbean Culture

j Loc it up

Eboni “Mz.Wire” Carty
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A Pastor keeps chicken on the church premises… One evening a cock went missing.

YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE PRESENTS....

In church the next day, the Pastor asked: “Who HAS a cock?” All the MEN got up…

2K14
YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE

“No, I mean who has SEEN a cock?” All the WOMEN got up…
“Eish...no, no, no…. I meant… who has seen a cock that isn’t THEIRS?” More than half of the CHURCH WOMEN
got up.
“Ohhhh for goodness sake!! Who has seen MY cock?!” All the CHOIR G...IRLS got up….
The Pastor’s WIFE fainted.

f Jamaican Humour

The Pastor shouted “It’s a lost CHICKEN you whores!”

Tiefing

A Guyanese and a Jamaican walk into a store, the guyanese tief a chocolate bar and when they left the store he
said “yuh see dat?” mi tief three chocolate bars.

MODEL SEARCH
April 2014
For More Info:
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM
904.405.6381
WWW.YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE.NET

“nobody cya tief like me!,” and the jamaican said “ mek wi go back to the store,me ago show yuh a who a the
real tief.”
They went in and the jamaican said to the cashier “ yuh want to see a magic trick?” the cashier said “ sure” “hand
me a chocolate bar” he ate it. “hand me another one” he ate that too, “ hand me one more” and he ate it.
“Mon, where’s the magic?” said the cashier. The jamaican mon said “check the guyanese pockets and yuh find all
three a dem”

Men Never Listen

In a Port-of-Spain hospital, a gentleman had made several attempts to get into the men’s restroom, but it had
always been occupied.
A nurse noticed his situation.
Sir, she said ‘ah notice yuh want to go very bad, you may use the Ladies Room if you promise not to touch any of
ah de buttons on de wall.’
He did what he needed to, and as he sat there he noticed the buttons he had promised not to touch.
Each button was identified by letters: WW , WA , PP, and a red one labeled ATR. “Ah wonder wuh go happen if ah
touch them boy?”
He couldn’t resist He pushed WW. warm water was sprayed gently upon his bottom.
“This feels nice boy,” he thought. “De Men’s restrooms don’t have nice things like dis.”
Anticipating greater pleasure, he pushed the WA button. Warm air replaced the warm water, gently drying his
underside..
When this stopped, he pushed the PP button. A large powder puff caressed his bottom adding a fragile scent of
spring flower to this unbelievable pleasure. The ladies restroom was more than a restroom, it was tender loving
pleasure.
When the powder puff completed its pleasure, he couldn’t wait to push the ATR button which he knew would be
supreme ecstasy.
Next thing, he start to bawl and then he passed out...... when he woke up, he was in a hospital bed, and a nurse
was staring down at him.
‘Wuh happen?’ he said. The last thing I remember was pushing de ATR button.
‘The button ATR is an Automatic Tampon Remover. Your “toe-t”
is under yuh pillow.’
MEN NEVER LISTEN, EH LADIES
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Contest

GEHENNA HIGHWAY
purchase this hottest
new book......

FEATURED MODEL

www.amazon.com/www.barnesandnoble.com
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When I first heard that there were plans to come out with a remixed version of Bob Marley’s classic

album Legend, my first thought was, ‘why mess with something that doesn’t need fixing’?  However, after listening
to Legend Remixed I have to admit that overall, I was pleasantly surprised.  There were a few stumbling blocks for
me but in the grand scheme of things it is a really nice album.

3Caribbean Vibes with Alana

The album was produced by Ziggy Marley, Stephen Marley, and Jason Bentley, and features production help from
reggae heavy-hitters such as Z-Trip with Lee “Scratch” Perry, Jim James from My Morning Jacket, Pretty Lights, and
Thievery Corporation.
Standout tracks on the album include “Stir It Up”, remixed by Ziggy Marley, “Get Up, Stand Up” remixed by
Thievery Corporation, and “Easy Skanking”, remixed by Stephen Marley, all of which are really impressive dubflavored renditions of the original songs.  Another surprising gem was Nickodemus and Zeb’s remix of “Jamming”,
which has a bit of a dub sound, but with a little bit of a house beat thrown into it to twist things up. Stephen
Marley also did a nice job with “Buffalo Soldier”, adding a heavy synth beat that works surprisingly well.
The songs that I had the hardest time with are Stephen Marley’s remix of “No Woman No Cry”, and Ziggy Marley’s
remix of “Redemption Song”. Perhaps I am biased because these are two of my all-time favorite songs from
Brother Bob, however, I felt that they just veered too far away from the original vibe of the songs.  These two songs
epitomize the meaning of the phrase, ‘don’t mess with perfection’.  These tracks were not flawed to begin with,
they worked with the poignant lyrics, the simplicity of the melody, and Bob’s voice shining through, with no help
needed at all.  The songs that worked best on this album, in my opinion, were the ones that kept the original flavor
of the songs while adding a new twist.  “No Woman No Cry” and “Redemption Song” both had different twists,
but at the expense of the original perfection of the songs.
Classic songs and albums are often re-mastered or remixed to introduce them to new generations of listeners,
however, Bob Marley’s music needs no reintroduction because it has never gone away.  His songs remain some of
the most recognizable tunes in the world and with a crew of talented offspring who seem to channel his spirit in
their own artistic efforts, there is no chance of his music fading away.  Legend Remixed offers a new interpretation
of an impeccable album and is another example of the Marley sons working to make sure that their iconic father
retains his role in musical history as a true legend.  Their voices are so hauntingly similar to their father’s that despite
synth, house, or dub beats, his stamp is undeniably there.  It is easy to listen to this album and imagine him smiling
down on them in the studio.  Whether remixed, remastered, or left alone, his is genius is truly Legend.
Legend Remixed (Island/Tuff Gong/UME)
1. Is This Love (Jason Bentley Remix)
2. No Woman No Cry (Stephen Marley Remix)
3. Could You Be Loved (RAC Remix)
4. Three Little Birds (Stephen Marley and Jason Bentley Remix)
5. Buffalo Soldier (Stephen Marley Remix)
6. Get Up Stand Up (Thievery Corporation Remix)
7. Stir It Up (Ziggy Marley Remix)

Jamaica’s Penthouse Studio
Celebrates 25 Years with Release of
2-Disc CD and DVD Collection
“Penthouse Records 25 Years-The Journey
Continues”
VP Records and Jamaican producer Donovan Germain have collaborated to release a 2-disc CD and DVD set to
commemorate the 25th anniversary of the opening of Mr. Germain’s legendary Penthouse Studios.  “Penthouse
Records 25 Years-The Journey Continues” includes a mix of hits from the studio, new tracks from the current roster
of artists, and two unreleased tracks from Garnett Silk-“My Favorite Song” and a remix of “Everything I Got”.  The
DVD contains a history of the studio and label as well as interviews with Wayne Wonder, Beres Hammond, Marcia
Griffiths, Tony Rebel, and Richie Stephens.

Penthouse Studio started out at 56 Slipe Road in Jamaica and went on to build a powerhouse roster of reggae
heavy-hitters, producing many of the top hits of the 1980’s and 1990’s.  Mr. Germain worked alongside some
of the islands most talented engineers and studio musicians to develop the careers of Beres Hammond, Wayne
                                                                                                              
Wonder, Queen Ifrica, Buju Banton, Richie Stephens, Romain Virgo, Cutty Ranks, and many more.

Jah Yutes Entertainment presents Reggae SoulJahs Worldwide
Vol. 2 Album Now Available!
The second installment in the compilation album series, Reggae SoulJahs Worldwide Vol. 2, debuts
worldwide on Wednesday, January  8, 2014. The album features 17 tracks featuring music from
Reggae artists representing every corner of the world. This truly is a worldwide experience with a list
of artists from Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Gambia, Guyana, Jamaica, Mexico, Norway, Suriname,
United Kingdom, and the United States. This groundbreaking release introduces some new names
who are destined to make a long lasting impression in the global Reggae community. The only
household name in the compilation is Gappy Ranks. However, the complete line-up of artists
brings to the table some heavy hitting renditions on the two featured riddims on the LP-Touching
The Sky, and Red Stallion. Both are produced by Cuban- born producer Pedro Hernandez from El
Artillero Productions (St. Petersburg, FL). Touching the Sky is a contemporary riddim that lent itself
to several great songs on the album while the Red Stallion is a Reggae riddim rounding off the
album with some great renditions.
The album is available at all digital retailers and stream sites. There is a limited edition CD available through CD
Baby. The beautifully designed 6 panel digital-pack includes liner notes, artwork, and a note from the executive producer. Visit the
official Reggae SoulJahs headquarters  to learn more about this project. Follow Jah Yutes Entertainment on Facebook, YouTube, and
Soundcloud.
FROM THE EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
This compilation brings together an assembly of Reggae artists from around the world in an attempt to highlight the great
contributions this music has brought to people around the globe. The Island of Jamaica has been able to accomplish what few
countries have done. Without an army this island has conquered the hearts and minds of the world through the voices of their
singers, chanters, and musicians. The message and the mission of Reggae, and the Rastafarian faith which is inseparable from the
music, has reached the most remote places in the world. Of course this is owed to the pioneers who first brought their music abroad
and we will continue to be indebted to them for they set the foundation we continue to build upon today.
Today Reggae music plays everywhere, in every language, and every country and many of these countries have adopted the music
and culture as their voice, their tool and their mission. The message has always been universal and “those who feel it, know it”.
Reggae has become the soundtrack to the struggles and joys of the Caribbean, Africans, Native Americans, North, Central, and
South Americans, Europeans, and Asians alike.  With this in mind we have amassed a great compilation that brings together some
of the best Reggae artists from countries representing areas of the entire globe. These artists are the future of Reggae on a universal
scale, not only for their respective countries, but collectively as a worldwide movement united through music.
We at Jah Yutes Entertainment hope this album brings you as much joy as it has given us throughout the entire production process.
Every project is always unique and this has been no exception. It is the first time we engage in a project involving such a diverse
group of artists but I think you will find a sense of consistency from start to finish. Fulljoy!

Interview with Sgt. Remo
When thinking of the home countries of most reggae artists, naturally the Caribbean islands
are foremost in mind, followed by England, America, and even France.  Rarely do people
think of reggae artists hailing from Mexico.  Sgt. Remo, who currently makes his home here
in Jacksonville but hails from Mexico, shows that good reggae crosses cultural and geographical borders.
Sgt. Remo is making waves in the reggae scene both locally and abroad with the recent
release of the official video for “No Man Stranded”, off of his EP, Life is for the Living,
released towards the end of 2012.  “No Man Stranded” is a conscious tune that reassures
listeners that Jah will never leave “no man stranded”.  It was featured as a Video of the
Day on this blog in June.
Recently, Sgt. Remo took time out of his busy scheduled writing & performing to answer questions about himself and his music.
CVWA:  Tell us a little about yourself.  How did you get started in music?
SR: My name is Remo and I was born in Juarez, Mexico. I grew up there until I moved across the border to El Paso, TX. A lot of
people ask me how I sing reggae music being from that area and I guess it’s a valid question. That area does not have a strong
Caribbean population or a strong influence in reggae but I started following reggae music from a young age and just fell in love
it from day one. I’ve always sung from a young age but I began to chant dancehall around the year 2000-2001. When I lived in
Corpus Christi, TX I met a Guyanese named Ali and a Jamaican by the name of Mistah Blaze and we started working together
(Continued on page 21)
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voicing over riddims and recording mostly dancehall songs. We recorded a few mix tapes and
did a bunch of dubs but it never really went anywhere for me although it set a foundation
for what would come later.
In 2005 I began to be more active in performing which took the music to a next level. I
could say I honed my skills when I moved to New Mexico and lived there from ‘04 to ‘08.
I was very surprised to find a strong reggae community in New Mexico.  I performed quite
a bit there with Brotherhood Soundsystem and a lot of stage shows. During this time I
started recording more reggae and less dancehall. During the last few years I realized I
needed to grow not only as an artist but also as a businessman in order to be successful
in the music. The only route there is for most artists today, especially in reggae, is as an
independent and this can be a tough road if you are not well prepared. So I have made
a lot of effort to improve myself musically, of course, and also in different areas such as
production, marketing, and distribution.
CVWA: What inspires you?
SR: Today my music is more reggae than dancehall although if you listen closely you
can tell I’m still more of a lyricist than a singer. I grew up on Supercat, Buju, Barrington,
Shabba and that era of reggae so my influences are in the dancehall but I like singing
as well. I don’t sing slack lyrics because my children are my biggest fans so whenever I
write I have to write something worthy of their listening. As I’ve grown I’ve realized the
impact of music on our culture and how powerful of a tool it can be. With this in mind
I try to make a positive impact through my music. There is already too much negativity
in the music and, although I respect some of it as entertainment, I think we should be
mindful of what message we put out there and how that will affect the listeners.
CVWA: What is your latest project?
SR: Since last year I have stayed pretty busy with music with the release of my EP and a few releases on various
riddim albums. Late last year I released my EP titled Life is for Living. This is my first solo project and I have been steadily promoting it since then. This past July I released the official video for the first single titled “No Man Stranded” which was filmed here in
Jacksonville. It was a fun experience being involved in the production and editing from start to finish. I learned quite a bit from
it. I just finished filming a second video a few days ago in New Mexico. I traveled there to do a performance and also to shoot a
video for the song “Thunder & Lightning”, also from the EP. I am also planning to shoot a third video for another song from the
EP. That should wrap up the promotion for the EP.
In September I will be releasing an extended play single titled “Call on Jah”. Don Goliath, a producer out of Germany, reached
out to me about voicing on one of his riddims and after a few weeks we had the finished product. It sounds really nice. It’s a little
different. He is a dubstep producer and he also sings a real catchy chorus on the song. The next big project I am working on is a
follow up to the previously released Reggae SoulJahs Worldwide Vol. 1 which we released in 2011.
Reggae SoulJahs Worldwide Vol 2 is shaping up to be a huge project with a strong lineup of artists. The goal of Vol. 2 is to gather
a truly “worldwide” group of artists, not only from JA but from around the world to showcase the vast global reach that reggae music has accomplished. I can’t really mention the list of artists just yet, except for myself, since we are still negotiating with
several artists but this project is going to be great when we are finished. We have carefully reached out to artists who proudly
represent their countries but are still delivering genuine culture reggae music. I am working with EA Productions from St. Petersburg, FL who has already produced several of my songs including “No Man Stranded”. Some of the countries which will be represented include Jamaica, UK, Germany, Norway, Gambia, Colombia, Chile, Mexico, Suriname, Netherlands, possibly a few more.
CVWA: What plans do you have for the future?
SR: I have so many plans for the near future and also down the road. I will probably be finished with a full length album next
summer after the promotion of Reggae SoulJahs Worldwide Vol 2. I would like to do a tour next year as well throughout the US,
Central and South America.  I’ve really had a good time filming videos and I would like to continue to put out some quality videos
that are interesting to watch. There is so much left to be said in music. I want to cover a few topics that I think are not being
addressed fully. Family is the strength of our societies. Families set the foundation for young people to carry on the legacy of their
predecessors and I don’t see these values being promoted in mainstream media. If anything, I think there is an assault on the
value of family and I think we can do a better job of bringing this, and many other important topics, to the forefront. So I’m not
sure how we will be able to accomplish all of this but I know Jah will continue to provide the guidance.
CVWA:   How can we keep in contact with you?
SR:  Website www.sgtremo.com    •    Youtube  www.youtube.com/sgtremo    •    Facebook  www.facebook.com/sgt.remo
iTunes https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/sgt.-remo/id405263776    •    Twitter @sergeantremo
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